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it's interesting to see this particular guide take the turn-based angle. this implies that for the first edition of might and magic 6 aos has this kind of rules. finally, with two new heroes and
the greater freedom of the system, aos gets to access more of the stuff in the rulebook, in addition to the second edition of might & magic 6. the vengorian lord is quite cool, summoning an

elite warrior for 20pts and allowing you to remove one weak, unkillable model from a unit at no cp cost and place an emperor hat on it. using this sort of thing, the vengorian lord is very
easy to keep alive, and its difficult not to wish they had a warscroll for morale. the special abilities found in the magic books (such as blood magic, which transforms units into vampires, and

the necromancy ability) are some of the most fun and unique in the game. rather than create a general word for all necromancy, each faction can choose one that advances their undead
powers and gives new abilities. each faction comes with a number of rules that enhance these abilities, such as the blood magic ability (which sucks away the units lifespan every turn), or
the possession ability (which turns undead allies into ghosts, returning them to the battlefield with full health.) these abilities are the most interesting mechanics in the game, and i hope to
see more like this in future editions of aos. fortunately the book keeps the plethora of efficient powers (be it offensive, defensive or recovery) and lets the creative players decide how they
want to use them. might & magic 6 will have you looking at the cards differently: you'll see them as an unfortunate result of a monopoly on the franchise's trade secrets. in might & magic
6, cards are closely tied to the game's story. the characters seen in them are the hero, the players opponent, their troops, or the enemy generals. the stories are by far the most original in
the series, filled with dramatized scenarios of fantasy and more along the lines of the cinematic games that came before it, and of the expanded might and magic role-playing games that
followed, such as heroes of might & magic 4 and might & magic 5. maybe this is the result of a franchise that's grown up and must be comfortable with itself now, but the new artwork and

card descriptions can't help but remind you of your previous love of might & magic. the biggest change is that might & magic 6 starts with a new map, which is a refreshing change. the
large adventure map in v1.5 set in an eastern fantasy land of magical beasts, warriors and elves is gone, replaced by a new forest map, reminiscent of might & magic 2's xeen. it's exactly

the kind of map that could make this game great, if the rest of the game is. the maps in this edition are interesting, although the fact that they're completely devoted to the undead
warlocks route might be a bit much. undead troops are better able to access the board, and along with the standard undead spell line, this forces you to build undead troops if you want to

play against them. already, it's an improvement over the first edition.
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